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Abstract
As it is known by now, the boson stars are gravitationally bound, both globally U(1) and spherically symmetric, compact
equilibrium configurations of cold complex scalar fields. The aim of the present Letter is to study the (SO(3,1) × U(1))-
gauged minimally coupled charged spinless field to a spherically symmetric spacetime and to analytically derive the first-
order approximating solutions to the system of Klein–Gordon–Maxwell–Einstein equations. The instabilities we study
could lead to the formation of boson stars from an initially smooth state. The corresponding (analytical) formulae for the
charge, mass and radius of the boson stars can accommodate a wide range of numerical estimations, by tuning the model
parameters.
PACS: 11.27.+d; 04.40.Nr; 04.20.Jb
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Starting with Kaup [1], Ruffini and Bonazzola
[2] and especially after the mid 1980s [3], a ma-
jor interest has been focused on macroscopic sta-
ble boson stars, since they are considered to pro-
vide a considerable fraction of the non-baryonic part
of dark matter. This assumption raises the question
whether such configurations, if they exist, are dy-
namically stable [4–9]. In the case of stars made
exclusively of massive complex scalar fields it has
been shown, via catastrophe theory, that they have
an absolutely stable branch of non-topological so-
lutions, for a wide range of masses and radii [10].
Also, for its astrophysical relevance, the settling down
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of a boson star to a stable state has been investi-
gated via numerical calculations [11]. Recently, be-
sides the bosonic or the mixed fermion–bosonic con-
figurations, the spherically symmetric stable quark
stars with shells of hadronic composition has been
also taken as candidats for the missing matter of
any kind. For a total mass of few solar masses,
these objects could be detected by gravitational mi-
crolensing of the galactic halo towards the Magellanic
clouds [12].
As the structure and stability of bosons stars have
been investigated mainly numerically [13,14], the
aim of the present Letter is to derive analytical
expressions for the charge, radius and mass of a
charged boson star, in a first order perturbative ap-
proach.
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For a spherically symmetric configuration, let us
consider the metric, expressed in Schwarzschild co-
ordinates, as being
ds2 = e2f (dr)2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dϕ2)
(1)− e2h(dt)2,
where f and h are functions of r and t . We introduce
the pseudo-orthonormal tetradic frame {ea}a=1,4, with
the corresponding dual orthonormal base
ω1 = ef dr, ω2 = r dθ,
(2)ω3 = r sin θ dϕ, ω4 = eh dt
and derive the non-vanishing connection coefficients
Γ12 =−e
−f
r
ω2, Γ13 =−e
−f
r
ω3,
Γ23 =−cotθ
r
ω3,
(3)Γ14 = f|4ω1 + h|1ω4,
and the components of the Einstein tensor
G11 = 2e
−f
r
h|1 − 1− e
−2f
r2
,
G22 =G33
= h|11 + (h|1)2 −
[
f|44 + (f|4)2
]
+ e
−f
r
h|1 +
[(
e−f
r
)
|1
+ e
−2f
r2
]
,
G44 =−2
[(
e−f
r
)
|1
+ e
−2f
r2
]
+ 1− e
−2f
r2
,
(4)G14 = 2e
−f
r
f|4
where (·)|a = ea(·).
In this configuration, a charged boson of mass
m0, coupled to the electromagnetic field, is described
by the (SO(3,1)×U(1))-gauge invariant Lagrangean
density
(5)L= ηabφ¯;aφ;b +m20φ¯φ +
1
4
FabFab,
where
(6)φ;a = φ|a − ieAaφ, φ¯;a = φ¯|a + ieAaφ¯
and the Maxwell tensor Fab = Ab:a − Aa:b is ex-
pressed in terms of the Levi-Civita covariant deriv-
atives of the four-potential Aa , i.e., Aa:b = Aa|b −
AcΓ
c
ab. By varying with respect to different fields,
we come to the Klein–Gordon–Maxwell (KGM) equa-
tions
(7)
✷φ −m20φ = 2ieAcφ|c + e2AcAcφ, and its h.c.,
(8)
Fab:b =−ieηab
[
φ¯(φ|b − ieAbφ)− (φ¯|b + ieAbφ¯)φ
]
and to the Einstein ones Gab = κTab, where Gab have
the explicit form (4) and the energy–momentum tensor
Tab is
(9)Tab = φ¯;aφ;b + φ¯;bφ;a + FacFbc − ηabL.
Working in the minimally symmetric ansatz A1 =
A1(r, t), A4 = A4(r, t), φ = φ(r, t), the KGM system
(7), (8) turns into
e−2f
{
φ,rr +
[
h,r −f,r +2
r
]
φ,r
}
−e−2h{φ,tt +[f,t −h,t ]φ,t }−m20φ
= 2ieA1e−f φ,r −2ieA4e−hφ,t
(10)+ e2[(A1)2 − (A4)2]φ, and its h.c.,
e−h
[
e−f (A4,r + h,r A4)− e−h(A1,t + f,t A1)
]
,t
(11)= ie[e−f (φ¯φ,r −φ¯,r φ)− 2ieA1φ¯φ],
e−f
[
e−f (A4,r + h,r A4)− e−h(A1,t + f,t A1)
]
,r
+ 2e
−f
r
[
e−f (A4,r + h,r A4)
− e−h(A1,t + f,t A1)
]
(12)= ie[e−h(φ¯φ,t −φ¯,t φ)− 2ieA4φ¯φ],
where (·), stands for the usual derivatives, the Lorentz
condition reads
(13)
e−f
[
A1,r +
(
h,r +2
r
)
A1
]
− e−h[A4,t +f,t A4] = 0
while the Einstein equations explicitly become
2
e−2f
r
h,r −1− e
−2f
r2
= κ
[
φ¯;1φ;1 + φ¯;4φ;4 −m20φ¯φ −
1
2
(F14)
2
]
,
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e−2f
[
h,rr +(h,r −f,r )h,r +1
r
(h,r −f,r )
]
− e−2h[f,tt +(f,t −h,t )f,t ]
=−κ
[
φ¯;1φ;1 − φ¯;4φ;4 +m20φ¯φ −
1
2
(F14)
2
]
,
2
e−2f
r
f,r +1− e
−2f
r2
= κ
[
φ¯;1φ;1 + φ¯;4φ;4 +m20φ¯φ +
1
2
(F14)
2
]
,
(14)2
r
e−(f+h)f,t = κ[φ¯;1φ;4 + φ¯;4φ;1].
The system of equations (10)–(12), (14) generalizes
the one derived in [8], for the equilibrium configura-
tion when the metric functions are time-independent,
the gauge field is chosen in such a way that one has
only electric charges and a self-interacting term has
been added in order to increase the limits on the criti-
cal mass and particle number.
Since for bosonic fields interacting via gravity,
only the zero-node solutions, corresponding to the
lowest energy state, has been under investigation, and
the interest has been focused mainly on numerical
analyses of different stellar configurations [1–14], let
us follow an analytical perturbative approach, in order
to derive a solution to the system (10)–(14).
What we generally mean by a (charged) boson star
is a charged scalar “cloud” which finds itself, at large
radial coordinate distances, in one of the spherically
symmetric positive-frequency modes, of the complex
scalar field, of radial wave number k, with k2 → 0+,
and pulsation ωk = [m20 + k2]1/2. Of course, such
a configuration is obviously unstable as ω2k − m20 =
k2  0, instead of ω < m0, i.e., k2 < 0, as it is re-
quired for the possibly stable (charged) boson star.
Yet, we would like to derive first, within a first-order
approximation by the U(1)-gauge coupling constant
“e”, the concretely expressed form, in terms of el-
ementary functions, of the Klein–Gordon–Maxwell–
Einstein equations. Their analytical, (r, t)-dependent,
solutions might be serving well as an easily han-
dling starting point in the conceivement of a combined
numerical-functional iterative method which aims, by
its higher-order solutions to the U(1)-gauge invariant
KGME-system, to a better understanding of the dy-
namics of charged boson stars formation from the ini-
tially unstable stars. As it is mentioned in [15] and
[10], not very much is specifically known in this di-
rection, although the reversed way—the stability to
instability passage—has been extensively investigated
[4–14].
So, we start with the physically reasonable assump-
tion that the charged scalar field is the main source
of both the electromagnetic and gravitational fields.
Hence, at large radial distances and within the frame-
work of a first-order approximation in the U(1)-gauge
coupling e, the feedbacks of gravity and electromag-
netism on the charged scalar source can be neglected
and therefore, its equation of motion does simply be-
come the one of an l = 0 (i.e., spherically symmetric)
state on a Minkowskian background (f = 0= h), i.e.,
(15)φ,rr +2
r
φ,r −φ,tt −m20φ = 0, and its h.c.,
with the positive-frequency mode solutions
(16)φ = N
r
ei(kr−ωkt) ⇒ φ¯ = N
r
e−i(kr−ωkt),
where ωk = [k2 + m20]1/2 and the dimensionless
amplitude-factor N can be semiclassically related
(see [15]), by its squared modulus, to the Minkowskian
(f = 0= h) estimated number
(17)N0 = Q
e
= i4π
R∫
0
[φ¯φ,t −φ¯,t φ]r2 dr
of charged spinless bosons, making up a Minkowskian
averaged star of radius R, i.e.,
N0 = 8πm0R|N |2 ⇔ |N | =
[
N0
8πm0R
]1/2
,
whenever k2 → 0+. Similarly, concerning the em-
ployed approximation, the gravity feedback on the
Maxwell sector can be neglected at first, as it ef-
fectively involves second-order contributions of the
charged scalar φ, and, on the right-hand side of the
Maxwell equations, the source of the electromag-
netic (actually, electric) field is only given—within the
first-order contributions of e—by the globally U(1)-
conserved current
(18)ja =−ieηab[φ¯φ,b−φ¯,b φ], a ∈ {1,4}.
Thus, the Lorentz condition (13) and the Maxwell
equations (11) and (12) do actually read
(19)A1,r + 2
r
A1 −A4,t = 0
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and
A1,rr + 2
r
A1,r − 2
r2
A1 −A1,t t =−2ek |N |
2
r2
,
(20)A4,rr + 2
r
A4,r −A4,t t = 2eωk |N |
2
r2
with the (particular) solution(s)
(21)A1 = ek|N |2,
(22)A4 = 2eωk|N |2 log r
r0
+ 2ek |N |
2
r
t
which correspond to the electric field (intensity)
E = F14 ≈A4,r −A1,t
(23)= 2eωk |N |
2
r
− 2ek |N |
2
r2
t .
In these assumptions, the components (9) of the
energy–momentum tensor have the explicit form:
T11 = 2k2 |N |
2
r2
+ |N |
2
r4
− 2e2(2k2 +m20) |N |
4
r2
+ 4e2ω2k
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
+ 8e2ωkk |N |
4
r3
t
− 2e2k2 |N |
4
r4
t2,
T22 = T33
=−|N |
2
r4
+ 2e2(2k2 +m20) |N |
4
r2
+ 4e2ω2k
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
+ 2e2k2 |N |
4
r4
t2,
T44 = 2ω2k
|N |2
r2
+ |N |
2
r4
+ 2e2m20
|N |4
r2
+ 4e2ω2k
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
+ 2e2k2 |N |
4
r4
t2,
T14 =−2ωkk |N |
2
r2
+ 2e2ωkk |N |
4
r2
(24)− 4e2ωkk |N |
4
r2
log
r
r0
− 4e2k2 |N |
4
r3
t .
In the particular case k = 0 where the star is
just above the passage to the possibly stable excited
states, its mode pulsation ω = m0 being located at
the accumulation point of the eigenfrequencies of
an excited boson star, the correspondingly linearized
Einstein field equations become
2
r
h,r − 2
r2
f
= κ
[ |N |2
r4
− 2e2m20
|N |4
r2
+ 4e2m20
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
]
,
h,rr +1
r
(h,r −f,r )
= κ
[
−|N |
2
r4
+ 2e2m20
|N |4
r2
+ 4e2m20
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
]
,
2
r
f,r + 2
r2
f
= κ
[
2m20
|N |2
r2
+ |N |
2
r4
+ 2e2m20
|N |4
r2
(25)+ 4e2m20
|N |4
r2
log
r
r0
]
.
The solutions
(26)f (r)= C1
r
− b
2r2
+ 2c log r
r0
+ (a − c),
h(r)=−C1
r
+C2 + (a − 2c) log r
r0
(27)+ 2c
(
log
r
r0
)2
,
where
a = κm20|N |2, b = κ |N |2,
(28)c= κe2m20|N |4
and C1, C2 are two integration constants—the former
getting the clear significance of a Schwarzschild mass
M—generalize the asymptotic relation in [8]. By
imposing to have the ordinary Minkowski metric at
asymptotia, we get C2 = 0 and a = 2c or |N |2 =
1/(2e2) and thus, in the next calculations, we may use
the simplified h function
(29)h(r)=−C1
r
.
With these metric functions, solutions of Klein–
Gordon–Maxwell–Einstein equations (in a first or-
der approximation), one is able to compute the to-
tal charge, particle number, radius and mass of the
analysed configuration. Thus, by integrating the time
component of the conserved current, one gets the total
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charge of the boson star
Q=
∫
ef−hj44πr2 dr
(30)= 4πm0
e
(
b
2r20
)c√b
2
ez Intq,
where z= 2C21/b and
Intq=
∞∫
−√z
e−y2
(y +√z )2c+2 dy
= π
2
e−z 1
Γ
( 3
2 + c
)
×
{
− 1
cos(cπ)
1F1
(
−1
2
− c, 1
2
, z
)
(31)−
√
πz
sin(cπ)
L
(
c,
1
2
, z
)}
is expressed in terms of the Kummer confluent hyper-
geometric function 1F1(α;β; z) and of the Laguerre L
polynomial.
The radius of the Bose star, defined via the particle
number density N =Q/e [7], is
R = 1
eN
∫
ref−hj44πr2 dr
(32)= 1
Q
4π
m0
e
(
b
2r20
)c
b
2
ez Intr,
where
Intr=
∞∫
−√z
e−y2
(y +√z )2c+3 dy
= 1
2
e−z
{
Γ (−1− c)1F1
(
−1− c, 1
2
, z
)
+ 2√zΓ
(
−1
2
− c
)
(33)× 1F1
(
−1
2
− c, 3
2
, z
)}
.
Finally, the total gravitational mass of the Bose
star, given by the Tolman’s relation [16], which in our
conventions reads
(34)M =
∫
T44e
f+h4πr2 dr,
gets the expression
M = 2π
κ
√
2b
(
b
2
)c
×
{
Γ
(
1
2
− c
)
+ cΓ
(
−1
2
− c
)
×
[
3+ log b
2
(35)− PolyGamma
(
0,−1
2
− c
)]}
depending on the mass of the quanta and on the value
of the U(1) coupling constant, included in the c and b
parameters.
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